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ROLLSEAL DOORS ARE BUILT NOT JUST TO MEET, BUT TO 
EXCEED YOUR EXPECTATIONS. 

RollSeal™ understands that your daily operations require a commitment to 

energy savings and cost reduction. Our commitment to the design and

manufacturing of our doors showcases that understanding. When you

choose a RollSeal™ Door System, you’re getting the best of both worlds:

a system that’s tough enough to withstand the daily demands of your

operations and an energy efficient tool that saves you money.

Ultimately, you shouldn't have to choose between energy efficiency and 

performance. With RollSeal™, you know you're getting all of your needs met in 

one solution. Efficiency, Safety and Performance ... that’s the true value of a 

RollSeal™ Door System.

IMPACT 
RESISTANT

DESIGN

REAR ALUMINUM 
TRACK FRONT ALUMINUM TRACK

SEAM CONNECTING 
CENTER PANEL TO THE 
FRONT AND BACK PANELS

FRONT TRACK “FLOATING” 
MAGNETIC SEAL

FRONT FABRIC PANEL 
WITH SPRING STEEL STRIP

TENSION PIPES

BACK FABRIC PANEL WITH 
SPRING STEEL STRIP

BACK TRACK “FLOATING” 
MAGNETIC SEAL

FLEXIBLE FLOOR SEAL

A ROLLSEAL™ 
SYSTEM IS:  
1. DOOR
2. SEALS  
3. PLY

EASY 3 STEP INSTALLATION

1. Slide tracks into header, 
bolt in place, plug in 
safety beam  
connectors.

2. Stand up in opening, square 
tracks to header and attach 
to wall and floor with 
appropriate fasteners.

3. Mount controller, plug 
in motor and signal 
connectors, wire to local 
power (by a licensed 
electrician) and run  
set-up program.

RS500 AND RS600  
RIPENING ROOM DOORS
RollSeal™ fabric doors are constructed with 

a unique patented design which provides 

maximum protection against weather, 

temperature and air infiltration. 

We have designed and engineered our door 

systems specifically for environmental 

control applications. They are packed with 

features that deliver the performance you 

demand. RollSeal™ provides a high value 

solution to the perennial challenges for these 

types of operations. 

RollSeal™ Doors are the perfect fit for the 

ripening industry. Our sealing technology 

creates an airtight environment for your 

product, and our small footprint can easily 

adapt to areas with space limitations. 

Combine this with our rugged, maintenance 

free design and performance, and we know 

the RollSeal™ Door will serve as a long term, 

trouble-free solution for your operation.



Whether you’re responsible for ripening rooms in a large distribution center or a small town market, 

RollSeal™ understands that you need a door you can trust to be worry and maintenance free.We know 

that the ripening phase is a crucial portion of the overall supply chain of the valuable commodities held 

in your ripening chambers. With that in mind, we designed our door to be an efficient and worry-free 

component of your ripening room system. From our quick and easy three step installation process to the 

fact that RollSeal™ requires no maintenance schedule, this door is designed to work without you needing 

to lift a finger. Simply install the door and let it start saving you both time and money from day one. 

 Increase environmental containment in    

    ripening facilities

 Reduce inefficiencies of the ripening system   
 by minimizing infiltration losses

 Maximize space, increase workflow and    

 improve energy efficiency

EFFICIENT

INTELLIGENT

SAFE

AFFORDABLE

Our patented process of mating the hook and loop components in the tracks creates continuous seals 

along the interior and exterior of the doorway, providing an air space between the layers of fabric, 

further separating the interior from the ambient exterior environment. This sealing system conserves 

energy and maintains constant climate control, while meeting or exceeding all ethylene sealing tests.

 No other product is better than the patented  

    RollSeal™ Door at minimizing infiltration and  

     separation of environmental elements.

 Compatible with industry activation methods 

(push button switch, motion sensor, floor loop, etc.)

 Compact design and easy installation simplifies  

  upgrades to existing rooms and implementation  

  into new construction.

Commitment to safety is at the forefront of our design priorities. The ETL and NSF compliant status 

demands that we meet the standards set for these applications. The host of features we offer will 

ensure that our system is a proven ally to any safety program. Additionally, the impact resistant design 

means no more denting or replacing metal panels.

 ETL and NSF compliant

 Emergency manual egress system available

 Safety beams, leading edge auto reverse    

 sensor and soft start/stop standard

 Customized operating speeds

 LED indication of movement

In an ever-increasing competitive business environment, we are all looking for an advantage to improve 

our ability to reach our goals. Whether your goals focus on reducing expenses, increasing productivity 

or ensuring customer satisfaction, the RollSeal™ Door System will be a valuable tool. From the 

moment of your initial purchase, our system will exceed your expectations through the many fiscal 

benefits to your organization. Reductions in cost still result in better efficiency, lower maintenance and 

improvement in productivity.

NEVER SPEND YOUR TIME ADJUSTING, 
REPAIRING AND ALIGNING PANELS, 
HINGES, ROLLERS OR TRACKS AGAIN!
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Since its inception, HH Technologies® has become widely recognized as one of the industry’s 

leading suppliers of high-performance, automated door systems and related products. HH 

Technologies® RollSeal™ Door line provides simple, functional and inexpensive environmental 

control. All models offer a unique and affordable choice for applications where environmental 

control, pressurization and low cost are requirements. The heart of the RollSeal™ door is a 

unique, patented curtain sealing system that provides excellent environmental and thermal 

separation. When closed, RollSeal™ prevents the passage of airborne particles, including dust and 

moisture, providing temperature and thermal control. This virtually eliminates air infiltration. HH 

Technologies® prides itself on expertise and the technology to build each RollSeal™ door to fit 

your specific needs.

In the ripening market, where wall space is a constant issue, 

RollSeal™ can provide the solution for any size opening or space 

restriction. We will custom design a door to fit your space using 

your parameters or architectural drawings.  Our engineers can 

insert your custom RollSeal Ripening door into your drawing 

package with clear opening dimensions and installed dimension 

call-outs.

Additionally, each RollSeal™ Ripening Door quote that you receive 

comes with a custom cut sheet showing all necessary dimensions 

for installation.

CONVENTIONAL RIPENING ROOM FACILITY DOORS HAVE 
30-50 HINGES... THE ROLLSEAL DOOR HAS ZERO.

A SINGLE-SOURCE SOLUTION FOR GLOBAL NEEDS

DID YOU KNOW...

CUSTOMIZED TO MEET YOUR NEEDS ...
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Input Power: 460 VAC Three Phase at 1.7 amps Motor Rating: 2/3 HP 
Sealing Type: Hook/Loop  

18 x 18 Window 
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Panel Colors: Yellow 
10oz, Clear 7.5oz 
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